Whatplants
, worms
, andfliesrevealaboutthe
complexities
of human
diseaseby PATRIC
IA THOM
AS
in the lobby of Shriners Hospital
for Children in Boston. In fact, anyone who attempts to
deliver a get-well begonia or a mixed bouquet is sternly
tu rned away. Soil- whether in a decora tive po t or
dinging to the stems of cut flowers-is very likely to
harbor Pseudomonasauuginosa,a bacterium that can
cause life-threatening infections in th e severely burn ed youngste rs receiving treat men t . Across the street at Massachusett s
General Hospital, P acruginosais the enemy
not only of patients with burns, but also of
tho se wit h major trauma or cystic fibrosis.
colonizes th e lungs, causWhen Pseudomonas
ing pneumonia, th e likelihood of surviving is
slim even at th e best of hospitals, says surgeon Ronald G. Tompkins, chief of staff at
Shriners, chief of trauma and burn services
at MGH, and Burke professor of surgery at
Harvard Medical School (HMS).
Alth ough pl ant s are banned from burn
and tr auma units, their study holds great
promise for understanding, preventing, and
treating t he very infect ion s that menace
hospitalized pat ients. Researchers have
used the tools of genetics and molecular biology to reveal amazing similarities in how
P.acrugi11osa
and other pathogens infect
plants, animals, and tiny creatu res without
backbones, and in how these embattled
hosts fight back. At the vanguard of this
effort at Harvard are a handful of maverick
biologists who set out to defeat hunger during th e "green revolu Top: Pseudomonas
tion,n but who hav e aeruglnosa bacteria
since turned th eir ener- on an Arabidopsis
gies t o pathoge nes is thallana leaf.
Middle: Caenorhaband defense.
ditis elegans, a
Only a decade ago, it flea-si:ted nematode,
was radical to think that generates quickly
simple hosts-p lants and provides ready
evidence of
and nonvertebra te ani- visual
infection and virumals such as nematodes lence . Bottom :
and flies-had any util- Arabidopsls thallana,
ity in th e stu d y of a mustard, was the
first simple host in
human disease and im- the groundbreaking
mune response. Today, infect.ion research.
HERE lS NO FLOR lST
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the use of simple models like these has been embraced by forward-thinking physicians like Tompkins and Stephen B.Calderwood '71, M.D. '75, chief of the infectious-disease division at
MGH and a professor of medicine at HMS. The relevance of
these models isn't immediately apparent to people who see hu mans as the center of the universe-a fter all, the differences in
how plant s and people respond to illness
are obvious: people develop fevers, t hrow
up , or t a ke to t heir beds; p lan ts remain
rooted in place, d ropping leaves or wilting.
But ther e is anoth er way to look at inf ecti ons, Calderwood says. "From th e bac terium's point of view, plant s and humans
arc both environm ents wh ere it needs to
grow and prote ct itself. The biological
problems it faces may not be that different."
Several forces are pu shing scientists to
add unconventional models to old standb ys
such as mice, rats, and nonhuman primates.
Labora torie s are being inundated by raw
dat a pouri ng out of geno me-se quencing
projects, and plants and simple hosts offer
a faster and cheaper means for beginning to
decipher this inform ation. Their use also
reduces the demand for larger animal s,
which may quiet some of the controver sy
that has roiled basic science in recent yea.rs.
And biologists in the Faculty of Arts and
Sciences (FAS) say that the bold attempt to
model hum an disease in plant s and tiny
nonvertebrates complements th eir investigations of the evolutionary past.
For doctors, the need to know more about
mechanisms of pathogenesis and defense is
an urgent, life-or-death issue. Healt hcarerelated infections, primarily those picked up
in hospitals, are a huge and costly problem
that is becoming hard er to treat as more
bacteria develop antibiotic resistance. At
Mass General, Calderwood estimates that 15
pe rcent to 20 percent of all patients with Enterococcus
infect ions- including life-threat ening bacterial endocarditis or sepsis-are
carrying strains th at shrug off the powerfu l
drug vancomycin, once known as "the an ti biotic of last resort."
Porcraics by John Soares
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PION EERED the use of plants as
models for infection and defense won't be found on the wards of
Mass General or other Harvard teaching hospitals. Instead, most
have laborato ries in the Wellman Building, a utilit arian, concret eclad tower on th e eastern edge of the MG H campus.
On the tenth floor of Wellman is th e bustling laboratory of
HMS gen etics professo r Frederick M. Ausubel, whose polit ical
idealism drew himinto the world of plants some 30 years ago. He
studied bacte ria , like most genetici sts of his generati on, while
earning his Ph.D. at the Massachuse tt s Inst itute of Technology.
But when he gradua ted, in 1972,the field was shifting its attention
from bacteri al to mammalian genetics. Instead of following fashion, however, Ausubel turned to plant s. He moved to Harvard to
join forces with plant biologists wh o believed that th ey could
feed th e wo rld by tra nsferr ing t he nitro gen -fixing ability of
TH E SCIENTIS TS WH O HAVE

legumes to ot her crop plants , thu s eliminating the need for costly,
environmen tally damaging, nitrogen fertilizer. They aimed to do
this by taking nitroge n-fixin g genes from beneficial bacteria ,
which lived symbiotically with legumes, and in serting these into
major crop planes such as wheat or corn. But "nobody got it to
work, n Ausubel report s, "and people have largely abandoned this
goal as technologically too complex."
Even as pro spec ts for nitrogen fixat io n in edib le plants
dimmed, Ausubel and a number of other young geneticists kept
working wit h planes, albei t not in an organized way. Because
some stu died maize while others focused on petunias, th e genes
they found were like pieces pluck ed from many different jigsaws
and tossed ont o a table where not even a puzzle master could assemble the m int o a coherent pict ure. Ausubcl was certa in that
more progr ess would be made if gen eticists all used the same

I
tional Science Foundatio n, Ausube l's team carried out deta iled
model plant, but hardly anyone agreed with him. His idea gained
molecular and biochemical investigation s of various plant genes
curre ncy, however, whe n it picked up support from Nobel laureate James Watson, head of the pres tigious Cold Spring Harbor
and their prod ucts. The lab hummed along, generating publications
Laboratory on Long Island.
and training graduate students. By the end of the 198os, however,
Although acceptance didn't come overnight, by the mid 198os Ausubel bad become interested in host responses in hu mans as
Arabidopsis thaliana had become the laboratory mouse of the plant
well as plants, and was looking for a way to make his group's work
world. In horticultural parlance, Arabidopsis
is a ufast-cycling brasmore relevant to human health and disease.
sica," a type of mustard that belongs to the same family as brocTRADITIONAL BOUNDARIES have never been impediments to
coli, Brussels sprouts, and cabbages. It thrives in flats like those at
molecular microbiologist Laurence Rahme (pronounced RAKH commercial nurseries, bu t its small leaves and sparse yellow
mee), wh o spent her
flowers would not get a second look from a gardener. Geneticists ,
on t he othe r hand, don't care t hat Arachildhood in Greece and
bidopsis
is homely. Short stature makes it In Frederick Ausubel's
Lebanon, moved to Italy
easy to grow and manipulate in t he re- laboratory, researchers
to st udy biology at the
use the nematode
search greenhouse; a seed matures into a Caenorhabditis elegans
University of Naples, and
seed-producing plant in only three to six and the bacterium Staphytraveled to the University
weeks; and the plant is self-fer tilizing, lococcus aureus-treated
of California at Berkeley
making desira ble mutations easier to per - so the bacteria fluorescefor graduate school. With
to study virulence and
petuate than they would be in a species host re5istance to infecsuch a his tory, it is per tion (detail at right).
that requires cross-fert ilization.
haps not surprising that
Ausubel was an associate professor of bithis cosmopolitan scienology in FAS in 1982, still studying the
t ist had a radical idea
symbiotic relationship between nitrogenwhile working toward
fixing bacteria
and
he r Ph.D . in molec ul ar
plants, when he got an
plant pathology. Bacteria
offer he couldn't refuse:
are equipped with virulence factors, items
Howard Goodman, who
in a biological "toolbox" that they rely on to
had recently founded the
infiltr ate and colonize th eir hosts. If researchers can see that a bacterium is using a
mo lecula r b iol ogy de screwdriver, rat her than a drill, they have a
partment at Mass Gen better chance of blocking its action. When
eral, invited him to join
Rahme reviewe d wha t was happening in
the fledgling research
the field of human patho center. As one of the first
genes is, it seemed to h er
scientists to clone human
Inthesecret
handshake
ofhost
and that scientists were bogged
ge nes for insuli n and
growthhormone, Gooddown because there was no
pathogen,
Ausubel
'slabfocused standard method for identi man had gained considerable clout and an ample budget for the new departfying new virulence factors.
uTo enric h the field, you
almost
entirely
onwhat
was
ment- muc h of it pr ovided by Hoechst , a German
pharmaceutical company since incorporated into Avenneed to find new p layers,"
happening
onthehost
side.
tis, a drug industry giant. "That gave me the freedom to
Rahme explains. "How are
work on Arabidopsis,
even though I didn't have any grants,"
you going to find new playAusube.lrecalls.
ers if you don't have a system that will allow you to do thatr BioloEquipped with a new model plant , Ausubel began to ask differgists and physicians had noted since the 1930sthat a few organisms,
ent questions. It occurred to him tha t nitrogen fixation, a symbiincludin g the ubiq uitous, soil-dwelli ng bacter ium Pseudomonas
acruginosa,
could infect both plants and humans-hence the ban on
otic relationship between bacteria and legumes, shared many featur es with pat hogenesis: both involve a mk robe and a host, and in
floral gifts in burn hospitals. But no one attempted to draw connections between the mechanisms of plant and human disease, beeach case the host recognizes and responds to the simpler organism. The difference is t hat one relations hip is b alanced and
cause the assumptio n was th at bacteria needed separate tools to
penetrate the defenses of hosts that were so disparate. Rahme
beneficial, whereas the other ends with the microbe running wild
questione d this assumptio n, knowing that once Mother Natur e
and damaging or killing the host . Once he resolved to explore infindsa good tool she tends to use it over and over.
fection in a systematic way, Ausubel decided to use a model sysas the host and Pseudomonas
syringae,
a wellBiologists describe a gene or biological mechanism as "highly
tem with Arabidopsis
known bacterial pest specific to plants and closely related to P. conserved" if it turns up repeatedly in creatures both simple
aeruginosa,
as the pathogen.
and complex. The most highly conserved mechanisms are also
In the secret handshake of host and pathogen, Ausubel's lab fothought to be the oldest. Evolutionary biologists say that the
cused almost entirely on what was happening on the host side . more ancient a p iece of genetic code is, the more opportunity it
Wit h funding from the U.S. Department of Agriculture and the Nahad to be inco rporated into new species as they branched off
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from older ones. More recent genetic developments, on the other
hand, would not be passed along to disparate creatures evolving
on other branches.
Rahme suspected that some virulence factors are very old indeed, and reasoned that, "if they are conserved, then you can use
plants or any other simple system to start screening for these
viruplayers in pathogenesis." She began work on Pseudomonas
lence factors at Berkeley,but had miles to go when she completed
her degree in 1991.
Rahme wanted to continue her work in a lab where Arabidopsis
was the main experimental organism, and Ausubel's operation
was known as one of the best in the world . The prospect of being
at Mass General was part of the draw . "I thought this would
be the perfect place
to combine the basic
science with the medical aspects of the research," she says. She
flew to Boston to outhne her hypothesis and
ask Ausubel to take her
on as a postdoctoral
fell ow, explaining her
plan to use Arabidopsis
to screen for P. aeruginosavirulence factors
important in human
disease . She was can did about the doubts of
many other scientists .
"It was obviously a
long shot, but why
not?" Ausubel remem bers think ing at the
time. "I like to let people propose unusual
ideas and then pursue
them . The work is always step -by-step, but
at some point you have
to take a leap ." When
Rahme joined his group in 1992,she was the onJy bona fide plant
pathologist on the hospital grounds. Most of the medical staff had
no idea that Ausubel's plant-genetics group was tucked away on
the MGH campus. Infectious-disease expert Stephen Calderwood
was an exception- a shared interest in how bacteria infect their
hosts had already brought him together with Ausubel. He was intrigued with Ralune's screening idea from the outset, and has since
and
collaborated with the plant experts to work on P.acruginosa
other pathogens that cause problems for hospitalized patients.
One problem with bold ideas is that research money is generally inside, not outside, the proverbial box. Most federal funding
decisions are made by committees of academic scientists, who
tend to be steeped in the prevailing wisdom. When Rahme came
along, that wisdom did not include using plants to study human
disease. Just as Howard Goodman's vision and support enabled
Ausubel to establish his lab, Ausubel gave Rahme the boost required to launch her search for virulence factors a decade later.

She needed additional help to keep it going, of course, and noticed, serendipitously , an advertisement in the back of a scientific
journal inviting applications for a fellowship to study P.aeruginosa
infections and burns . The source was Shriners Hospital for Children. Rahme could look out the window of the Wellman Building
and see the hospital. It sounded perfect.
She and Ausubel quickly set up a meeting with Ronald Tompkins at Shriners. They were disappointed to learn that the fellowship had already been awarded, but greatly encouraged by his enthusiasm for their proposal. Tompkins is a square -jawed,
athletic -looking Southerner who could be a surgeon from central
casting, and he inhabits an executive offi.cewith a panoramic
view. But anyone who thinks that a conservative mindset is part
of this p icture would
be wrong . He believed
that pathogenesis researchers had been
spinning their wheels
since the late 1970s,
when biochemical analysis had ident ified a
group of bacterial targets that antibiotic
drugs might hit .
Like Ausubel and
Rahme, Tompkins is
not afraid of taking
risks. He had proved
that a decade earlier,
when he took time out
from his surgical train ing at MGH to earn a
doctorate in chemical
engineering at MIT. He
was an adult competing
with whiz kids, and he
says surviving that experience gave him the
confidence to try pretty
much anything that
makes sense to him.
Using simple hosts to screen for possible drug targets struck a
chord, because Tompkins was already certain that science needed
faster, simpler, more ethically acceptable ways to find additional
chinks in bacteria's constantly evolving armor.
devastating role in
His own lab uses tnice to study P.aeruginosa's
burns, but there are many limitations to this model. If Tompkins
wanted to pin down specific genes that make one strain of P.
aeruginosa
more virulent than another, for example, winnowing
through all the candidate genes would require tens of thousands
of mice. Given the ethical and practical barriers to such an experi ment, "I would not embark on this lightly," Tompkins says. If
plants could be used for the initial screening, thereby shortening
the list of potentially important genes, far fewer animals would
be needed. W ith this in mind, he arranged for a grant from the
1
Sbriners Burns Institute.
Rahme used for her initial study a collection of 75 strains of P
acruginosa
, originally developed at Berkeley, that included 30
HA .RVARD MAGAZINE
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as an opportuni st th at did
not need very good tools to
invade hosts wh ose defenses were already weak ened
by burn s, trauma , or diseases such as cystic fibrosis
or AIDS.

which had been isolated from human patients. 20 from soil. and 25
from plants. She screened these for isolates that caused the leaves
to rot and drop off. The most potent
of several types of Arabidopsis
strai n originally cultured
turned out to be PA14, a P.acruginosa
from a patient. To confirm tha t this strain was equally virulent in
lab animals, she tested it in Tompkin s's mice and found that it
killed more than three -quarters of the infected animals. Now the
question was whether the bacterium used the same tools to attack both hosts, or whether it used a saw in one case and pliers in
th e other. To find out, Rahme induced mut ations in PA14 that
made it less virulent in plants , and then tested these mutant s and
the original bacterium in mice. What she found-that the strains
less virulent in plants were also less virulent in mice- confirmed
her original hypothesis. These result s lent weight to the theory
that at least some mechanism s of infection are so highly con served that they bridge the plant and animal kingdoms.
These results were published in Scienceon Jun e 30, 1995, with
Rahme as the first author and Tompkins. Ausubel, and others
shar ing credit. Never before had anyone shown that a bact erium
used the same virulence factors to infect a small leafy plant and a
furry mammal. Yet the paper made few waves in the world of biology. "Most people disregarded it at the time," AusubeJsaid. Many
because they saw it
researchers dismissed findings in P.acruginosa
52
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A usuBELand Rahme, however, were eager to continue
their research. If a scrawny
little plant could be used to
pinpoint P.aeruginosa
viru lence factors th at play key
roles in mammalian disease,
could other simple hosts
also be used to anal yze
pathogenicity? They began
to envision a multi-host approach in which potential
virulenc e gene s would be
screened in a series of mode ls, with each host a bit
more complex than the last
on the great chain of being.
They began to look for incxp e n s ive, easy -to -mutate
creatur es with small ge nomes and short generation
times that were more complex than plant s and simpler than mice.
A graduate student in
Ausubel 's lab- Man-Wah
Tan. Ph .D. '97, Jf 'oo, now
Laurence Rahme, who is comfortable
an assi sta nt pr ofessor of
crossing bound aries, used plants to
ge netic s at Stanford screen for virulence genes important
found
that wh en P. aerugiin mammalian infection.
nosa was fed to Caenorhabdi
tiselegans
, a tiny nematode popular with geneticists, it killed some
or all of the worm s in a petri plate. Further investigation showed
that the mechani sms that killed nematode s were exactly the
same as those the pathogen unleashed against plant s and mice.
, AusubeJ came to
As the team gained exp erience with C.dcgans
believe it was bett er than Arabidopsisfor analyzing th e intri cate
relationship betw een host and pathog en. And he wasn't senti mental about leaving behind the plant , even th ough he had made
his career by using it. ~ o matter how good Arabidopsisis, in
term s of ease of manipulation, C.dcgansis easier than the plant as
a sys tem ," he says. The nematodes have num erous advantages:
colonies thr ive on petri plates, they w ill eat any kind of bacterium smeared on the plate. and they don't need a greenhouse.
Their three -day generation time, during which they speed from
seem
egg to egg-bearing adult , makes the life cycle of Arabidopsis
positi vely sluggish. Finally, and very important to geneticists, the
worms are hermaphroditic: because they don't need to breed
with one another to produce young, hatchlin gs are genetically
identical to the parent.
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In the late 199()$, the quest to understand innate immunity was
a major focus of pathogenesis research. Such immunity is the
body's first line of defense, the part of the immune system that is
built-in at birth, not acquired with age. "The major function of in
nate immune machinery is co recognize microbial pathogens and
signal to the host that it may be under attack," Ausubcl says.
"Whether you're an Arabidopsis or a human, you have to rec ognize a
bacterium and distinguish whether it is pathogenic or commen
sal� (part of the body's normal flora). Basic elements in innate im
mune responses include phagocytic cells chat gobble up foreign
materials, and chemicals that damage microbial invaders directly;
beyond that, scientists are only beginning to identify the complex
messaging systems an organism uses to recognize an attacker and
formulate its response. ln vertebrate arumals, some of these signals
activate a second type of defense: the acquired (or adaptive) im
mune system. This involves specialized B cells that generate anti-

immediately, "patients survive or die during the first 24 hours
based on their bodies' innate immune response,� says Calder
wood. Scientists are eager to figure out what makes the differ
ence. Selectively mutating genes in a model host-whether a
plant, a worm, or a mouse-is an obvious strategy. The genome
sequence of C. degans was de termined in 1998, making it easier for
researchers in Ausubel's lab to sift through the nematode's 14,000
genes, looking for those that make it more or less vulnerable to a
pathogen of known virulence. Even the most easily killed worms
die with eggs inside chem, and their hatchlings can be used when
a highly susceptible mutant is needed for an experiment.
So far. the most clinically significant finding is that nematodes
can be used to identify virulence factors not only of P aeruginosa,
which is classified as a Gram-negative bacterium, but also of
Gram-pcsitive human bacterial pathogens. (Differences in the
surface coatings of these two major categories of bacteria deterPairs of Arabidopsis
thaliana leaves demon

strate the effects of
manipulating plant
defense genes to
enhance resistance to
bacterial pathogens.

m ine how they rake
up a special dye, called
Gram stain. A model
bodies, T cells that attack and kill invading
system that can be
pathogens, and cells that remember invaders and Even when antibiotics are started immediately,
used to study both is
defend against chem if they return.
If scientists are going to pick apart the fine de· "patients survive or die during the first 24 hours more versatile in the
laboratory.) Ausubd's
tails of innate immunity, they need to be able to
team collaborated
manipulate pathogen genes that control viru- based on their innate immune response."
with Calderwood to
lence and host genes that govern susceptibility.
Rahrne and Ausubd were expert at mutating P. aeruginosa genes identify two previously unknown virulence-related genes in Ence
related to virulence, but they were always looking for hosts chat rococcus faecalis, a Gram-positive organism that causes devastating
infections, including septic shock, and often resists the hardest,
would make it easier ro determine the impact of each of those in
dividual mutations. Ausubel estimates that 4,Soo genes may play hitting antibiotics. Drug designers may be able to use this knowl
edge to develop new drugs. The nematode model is also being
a role in determirung P. aeruginosa virulence, and that screening
used to identify virulence factors of other Gram-positive bacteria,
these in mice would require at least 48,000 animals, whereas the
same genes could be screened using 4,Boo petri plates of C.elegans, including members of the Salmonella, Scrcpcococcus, and Staphylococcusgenera.
each one supporting about 50 of the near-microscopic nematodes.
While the Ausubcl lab focuses on nematodes, Laurence Rah
ln this model, the virulence associated with a mutation is judged
me's ream is busy with Drosophila melanogasicr, the fruit fly that has
by seeing how long the worms live and how many progeny they
been used in genetics laboratories for more than a century. Of the
produce. Neither of these outcomes is hard to measure.
300 or so genes known to cause human diseases such as muscular
By 1999 Ausubd and Rahme reponed that they had used the ne
matode model to identify eight virulence-related factors in P aerugi dystrophy and colon cancer, about two-thirds have corresponding
genes in the 0y. With this track record. the humble fly is recog
nosa, five of which also determine how virulent a strain is in mice.
nized as one of the best of all animal models. Ralune had reaJ re
A mong these were two factors that had never before been
ports from several groups about the fascinating and versatile toll
identified-a finding that especially excited Stephen Calderwood.
(wild or mad in German) gene, which encodes the Toll receptor on
the MGH infectious-disease chief. The issue is not to recognize "ar
chetypal path ogenesis genes," he says, because these are the long the surface of fly cells. This receptor is a sensor that detects fungal
standing targets of drugs that are fast losing their punch. "The trick pathogens and sets off a chain of events that musters a protective
is to find new kinds of pathogenesis genes, using a new paradigm, response. When the gene is mutated, the fly's innate immune sys
tem can't successfully fight off infection. Moreover. other investi
and chat's what Fred and Laurie have proven works pretty well."
In their groundbreaking studies of infection, Ausubel and gators had shown that human cells have Toll-like receptors,
which also sense warllke pathogens and sound alarms that call
Rahme began by examining the pathogen's side of the story: the
next task was ro consider its victim. Just as some bacteria are antibody-producing B cells and cell-killing T cells into battle.
But the conventional wisdom was that where bacteria are con
fiercer than others, hosts aL'lo vary in susceptibility. Even when a
severe infection is diagnosed correctly and antibiotics are started cerned, Toll receptors in flies and Toll-like receptors in more comHARVARD MAGAZINE
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schoolteacher parents: her mother cultivated orchids and her fa.
plex animals are sensitive only to Gram-positivetypes such as En·
tcrocoausand Staphylococws.
Rahme wasn't willing to take that at
ther was passionate about his garden. Sheen knew early on that
face value. Experiments in her lab soon demonstrated that PAi4 she wanted to be a biologist, but in high school she was torn bealso tween botany and zoology. Although savvy adults told her that
and other highly virulent strains of Gram-negativeP acruginosa
used this route to kill flies, just as they wiped out Arabidopsis
and
animalresearchers have brighter career prospects, and although
mice. Her lab now uses plants, flies, and mice as model systems. she believes that using animals to understand human disease is
Rhame and her colleagues hope that pairing Drosophilaand
ethi ca l, s he kn ew
t hat biologist s who
mice as screening systems will be particularly fruitful beexplored
signal
transduction
,
cause both models have been extensively studied, their Sheen
use animal models
eventually have to
genomes are sequenced, and it should be easier to locate
theumbrella
termforchains
ofevents kill some of th eir resusceptibility genes that are players in both species.
search subjects. Says
In terms of potential drug development,one of the most
h f
f
f
h
interesting genes Rahme's lab has found is a transcription t at erry
inormation
romt e
Sheen, "I read something once about the
intothecell.
regulator gene they call mvfR("multiple virulence factor environment
differen ce between
Regulator"). Transcription regulators take signals &om the
the scie nti s t s who
cell surface and initiat e a series of events that tell the
study plants and anpat hogen what to do next. When bacteria colonize a
wound or other site of infection, such as the human gut,
imal s, and it said
that the people who
they talk among themselves.When the right time comes,
mvfRtells virulence-related genes that it's time to churn out
study plants really
theirproteins. But when the bacterial colony reaches a cer• love animals. And
tain density, mvfRsenses that it's time to call off the attack
that's true of me
Sheen moved to
and signals the virulence genes to shut down . Rahme's
Mas s General beteam is working feverishlyto figure out exactly how this
cause Howard Goodman and Fred Ausubel invited her. lo
the 1g8os, when identifying and cloning a single gene took
months, or sometimes years, Sheen
cloned 30 genes and published eight
, papers while earning her Ph.D.in cellular and developmental biology at
Harvard. These are crucial photosynthesis genes from maize, an important crop plant , and she hoped that
identifying them would help increase
food yields and fuel the green revolu- 5
tion. On the st rengrh of this work, i
works, with the ultimate goal of discover- Upper right: Jen Sheen
ing drugs that could send the "retreat" sig· manipulated protop lasts ,.,__...;;;.-...____...._..l<.4'--.---' Sheen wanted to skip the initiation ~
( cells stripped ortheir
nalat the first sign of infection, before vir· out e r layer) to form dirite of being a postdoctoral fellow in someone else's lab, and inulence proteins have ravaged the host. verse cell and tissue
stead tackle the development of a new model system. Engineering
Compounds that could call off bacterial types. Lower right: Arogenes into plants ...
vas a slow business, and she wanted to devise a
protoplasts.
attack may already be archived in chemi- bldopsis
way
of
speeding
it
up by doing experiments in celJs, instead of
Abo ve: Shoo t and leaf
cal libraries that exist at Harvar d and formati on activated by
whole plants.
pharmaceutical companies-or it may be the genet ic signaling
But no such system existed, and many people assumed it could
pos s ible to design a novel dru g from pathway in an e xperi•
not be done. Goodman and Ausubcl were more optimistic. The
mental tissue culture .
scratch. Rahme doesn't know yet. But it's
MGH molecular genetics department's large endowment from
obvious that her ideas, once considered somewhere in left field, Hoechst made it possible for Sheen to set up her own lab in 1987.
have movedconsiderablycloser to the mainstream.
~They basically said 'Do whatever you want,' and nobody came in
and said 'Don't do this, don't do that,'" Sheen recalls."If you apply
WIULE
A USUBEL AND RAHME have branched out from plants,
for grants, you cannot do anything risky. There was no way l could
which were their first love, molecular geneticist Jen Sheen, Ph.D. havedone adventurous researchwithout coming here.~
'86, has remained happily in ~the green world" for two decades.
She went to work immediately on the faster, cheaper experiRelyingentirely on plant models, she has made extraordinary dismental system she had dreamed of. The key turned out to be using
coveries about how t he innate immune system reacts to a bacterprotoplasts, plant cells that have been stripped of their outer layer
ial threat. Sheen's love of plants and learning dates to her childbut can be maintained in a laboratory dish. Although these cells
hood in Taiwan , where she was strongly influ enced by her
are physically naked, they still have receptors that sense what's
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and that trigger complex respo nses in s ide the cell,
much as cells in a growing
plant would do. Drop a new
gene into the dish and only
3 to 6 hours are needed to
see if the cells have taken it
up, compared with 24 hours
for the same exper iment in
Escherichiacoli (a popular
model in genetics labs), two
days for cultured mam malian cells, or as long as
se veral we eks in whole
plants.
With the protoplast system in hand, Sheen set out
to explore the genetic control of innate immunity, focusing espec ially on signal
transduction. This is the
umbrella term for chains of
event s that ferry informa tion from th e environment
into the cell, where it is
processed , integrated with
other signals, and responded to. In 1990, a selfdescribed "late converter,"
Sheen began using Arabidopsis to confirm what she had
uncovered in protoplast s.
Compared with animals,
which can su mmon anti Jen Shee n, a mo lecular geneticist,
bodies and T cells to fight
has unraveled mysteries of the
off attackers, plants seem to
immune syste m.
have relatively few defenses
in a dangerous world. "They have to protect themselves from constant assault and they can't run away," she says, "So l think they
probably have an immune response in every cell."
When a pathogenic bacterium menaces a living creature, the
first step in the host's innate immune response is to recognize
sign ature proteins that identify the microbe as dangerous. Toll
receptors do this job in Drosophila,
and their counterparts-Toll like receptors-do
the sa me in human beings and animal s.
Recognition triggers an orderly cascade of event s that carries
signals from the eel l's outer wall to its interior as efficiently as
microwave towers relaying a telephone call from Boston to Los
Angeles.
It turns out that plants are equipped with their own version of
these cell-surface receptors. Signals picked up by these sentrie s
are thought to travel next via enzymes known as MAP (mitogenactivated protein) kinases. Although numero us MAP kinases
have been described in simple and complex animals, the hard part
has been determining where each one stands in relation to the
others. This is like knowing that a Boston-to-Los Angeles phone
call will pass through Pitt sburgh, St. Louis, and Amarillo, but not

I

knowing which one comes first. The challenge is to arrange each
step on a map inside the cell.
Sheen went after this problem several years ago, armed with
the Arabidopsis
genome sequence, sophisticated software for identifying possible MAP kinase genes, and considerable expertise
with protoplast and plant models. She also had a $4.ymillion,
five-year grant from the National Science Foundation's plant
genome program, a vegetable version of the much better known
Human Genome Project. In February 2002, the first publication
from her project made a splash when it appeared on the cover of
the prestigious journal Nature.
The art icle described an elaborat e chain of events that is
touched off when flagellin, a highly conserved bit of protein that
is a component of bacterial filaments, binds to a surface receptor. Information from the receptor is passed by specialized
chemical "elicitors" to a chain of MAP kinases that fall into
place like a row of dominoes given a push. Steps in chis cascade
were identified first in protoplasts and then verified in Arabidop
sis,and this was the most complete description of such a linkage
published so far. Subsequent plant experiments showed that
the MAP kinase cascade is triggered by fungal as well as bacter ial sensors on the cell surface, suggesting that information from
various surface receptors shares pathways inside the cell, just as
HARVARD
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phone calls originating in Boston and New York will travel some
has invested $4.1 million in studies using the multi-host screening
of the same wires en route to San Francisco.
system to identify"novel anti-infectivetargets."
The possibility of someday being able to prescribe antHn fec,
The research rerun, which included Sheen, Ausubel, and memrive drugs is very exciting to an MGH physician such as Stephen
bers of their labs, compared their plant findings with less-comCalderwood. Antibiotic resistance arises because traditional an,
plete descriptions of MAP kinase cascades in other creatures, intibiotics kill the most vulnerable bacteria in a population, leaving
cluding Drosophila,nematodes, and mammals. It's not clear yet
the toughest survivors to pass along their genes. Calderwood en,
whether a part icular MAP kinase from the plane can be mapped to
an exact equivalent in mammals, but Ausubel says, "We can do
visions anti-infective drugs that would block the surface stru ctur es bacteria use to attach themselves to host cells, leaving the
that in C.dcgans."
There's also a good match between what happens
microbes alive but disarmed and harmless. Such a strategy would
in plants and in flies. These findings are of considerable interest
avoid the selection pressure that gives rise to resistant strains .
not only to biomedical researchers, but alsoto evolutionary biologists (see sidebar). "If innate immunity is ancient and conserved," "Anydrug that did this would be a breakthrought he says.
Both Calderwood and RonaldTompkinssee great promise in the
Ausubel says, "then pieces of the machinery will be th e same no
matter what organism you look at. I think we might have found work of pioneers like Ausubel, Rahme, and Sheen. As the problem
of antibiotic resistance wors one of those pieces in the MAP
ens, "We need to be in discov,
kinase signaling cascade."
In addition to shedding light
\i,tomi Pkrce, I lessd probsor of biol
cry mode," Tompkins says. He
on similarities that originated
ogy in the raculty of .\rts ,md S<.:icnccs(sec ",\ I ife \\;th Ly
sees multi-host systems as the
millions of years ago, this work
cacnicl..,,"July Augu..,t2001 , page 42), ha.sJoined heckrick ~1.
best way to identify what he
Ausubel. profc..,<;0r
of genetics at H.1rvard~kdic .tl School.min
calls "silent but deadly" pathois expecte d t o have medical
ve.stigating,vhether a plant can simuluneouc;lyfight a micrnbfal genesis genes. Calderwood be,
implications for the future.
infection and a pl.int c,tting predator. At the hiochcm1callevel, lievcsthat C.deganswill eventu,
Sheen believes that the system,
plants u-.cthe salicylic acid pathw,ly to battle fungal and ba<.:ter ally be used to assess possible
atic analysis of MAP kin ase
anti-infective compo und s as
ial pathngcns, ,111dthe j.1smonicacid p.ttb to discourage insects
signaling in plants will help rewell. Radical new therapeutics
from eating them. "What's the cross t,1lk between tho...cpath
searchers recognize equivalent
won't be identified overnight,
acid, will it
wa>~r P1cn:c,l'>ks.-if you arc making lots of salJ<.:ylk
mechanisms in the human
of course, and developingsuch
he harder to suddenly mcn.'ll!.C
sccretmn..,of ja~monic acid if an
genome. Her hunch is that sigdrugs will most likely require
im.t·ctcomes alnn~?"
naUng events initiated by bacShe ,111d.-\usuhelinfected Arahidop~is
with Pscudom,mas
s_mngac
, the expen ise and financial reteria -sensi ng recept ors will
sources of major pharmaceutithen introduced lan-:ll.'of the c,1bhagclooper moth, little green
turn out to be important in
cal companies, which recognize
inch worm..., to scc wh.1t happened, Although the experiments
causing life-threatening sepsis,
that basic research being done
arc ongoing, Pierce -,,1ysone thing ~ems clear: the .1hilityof the
and that a drug may someday
at MGH today may yield inplant to fend nfl the hcrhivore ckpen<lson which bacteri.tl strain
be able to step in and keep the
sights the companies can con,
infects it. If the strain is not rccogni=ed by plant-resistance
wrong dominoes from falling.
vert into tomorrow's products.
gene<.,the plant is open to h.1ctcrialinfection and more vulncra
Meanwhile, the pioneers of
blc than u1,ualto the prcd.1tions of the inchworm . But if the
IN LITTL E MOR E than a
plants and simple host s go
str,un b rccogni=ed by plant rcsist.mcc genes, then the plant is
decade, the idea of using plants
,1blcto confine hactl·rial damage to local arc.is andto fend off the
lar gely unnoticed in t he
and other simple hosts to excrowded corrido rs of Mass
cabbage looper.
plore the complexity of human
1 he rcse,1rchers<lon'tknow if thi-. type of bacterium ac~ like a
General. It's not that they are
di sease has moved from th e
marg in s towa rd th e main ,
vaccmean<l"primes· the immune system, or if cross calkbetween
proph ets w ithout honor in
their own country, exactly. It's
stream of science . One early
the -.alicyhc and jasmomc acid pathways en,1blesthe plant tO de
sign of respecta bilit y among
fend it-,clfon two fronts at once. Thc'>Csignaling pathways arc just that most physicians and
academic scientists was a 1999 wiclclyused, ho,\e,·er. so whatever emerge~ from thb rc,;c,1rch patients have no idea what
could h,wc bro,td unplicauons. The aclv-ant.1ge
of simple models these researchers are up to and
ational Academy of Science
Ptcn:cs.1ys,1sth.1~they "enableyou to get a handle
like Arah1dopsis,
how imp ortan t their work
colloquium on host -pat hogen
cx1su:d."
on bigger pn.x:esscsthat you might never h,n c gues.<.cd
could turn out t o be. This
interactions in plants and aniunique subcul tur e of re,
mals, where Rahme was invited
The realization that pathogens can use the same virulence
strategics to invade plants and people, an<lthat \!AP kina<,cca'i
searchers "needs to have some
to speak. ln mid 2000, t he
cadcs may he ,\ common feature t1fself dcfcn<.e,comes .is no
prominent successes," TompAmerican Society for Microbishock co Pierce. "Protems arc huilt by ,1mmo.tcid., in .ill crea
kin s says, "and then people
ology's annual meeting in rurc'>, ,o maybe it':, not surpn.,mg that p,1thways an· similar
will know who they are." CJ
cluded a session on this topic
for th e first time. Equ ally
acmss dio;;p,1ratc
groups oft)rganisms."
PatriciaThomas, theauthorof Big
telling is who pays for the re,
Shot: Passion, Politics, and. the Struggle for an AIDS Vaccine
search. The Shriners Burns Institute got on board early, first untrans-kingdom virulence strate(2001),is thevisitingscholarat theKnightCcnicrfor ScienceandMedical
derwriting studies of P.aer11gi11osa's
re.search
wasthis
at BostonUniversity.Herarticleonneuroscience
gies back in 1993-The National Institute s of Health has since Journalism
helped support work in the AusubeJ and Rahme labs, and Aventis magazjne'sMay,june2002cover story.
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